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 Vocabulary Grammar 1 Grammar 2 Culture and skills Functions Writing Succeed in English Revise

1 
My life 
pc 9

Free time 
activities 
Pronunciation: /ɜː/

Present simple and 
Present continuous

State verbs
We need to find your talent.
Story extra Rosie says …

Reading: Mandy’s life blog; Fun 
facts; Listening: What makes 
a good guest; Reading the 
questions carefully; Speaking: 
Describing special events

Special 
occasions

A blog post 
describing 
an event

Reading: Multiple choice; 
Identifying the context;  
Use of English: Multiple choice; 
Writing: An email with news

Word list 
p. 20

2 
My social 
network
p. 23

Personality 
adjectives
Pronunciation: 
/aɪ/ and /i/

Past continuous and 
Past simple

Defining relative clauses
That’s the boy who I saw.
Story extra Marcus says …

Reading: Making friends and 
mistakes; Fun facts; Listening: 
An embarrassing story; 
Understanding the gist; 
Speaking: Talking about how 
you met your best friend

Emotional 
reactions

A blog post 
about a 
person who 
changed my 
life

Listening: Using correct spelling 
in exam tasks; Spelling;  
Use of English: Gap filling; 
Speaking: Talking about what  
I like/don’t like

Mini real-life 
task
Word list 
p. 36

Practise 1–2 pp. 36–37

3 
School 
p. 39

School life
Pronunciation: 
/ʃən/

should, can for ability 
and permission

have to, must, mustn’t 
I have to finish my project.
Story extra Rosie says …

Reading: Do you want to do 
well at school? Go to bed! Fun 
fact; Listening: Podcast about 
storing information; Making 
predictions; Speaking: Talking 
about napping and study routine

Making 
requests

An email 
asking  
for advice

Reading: Matching; Looking 
for specific information;  
Use of English: Multiple choice; 
Writing: Describing events

Word list 
p. 50

4 
Jobs for all
p. 53

Jobs
Pronunciation: /ə/

be going to will for decisions, offers,  
requests and promises 
We’ll help you!
Story extra Lu says …

Reading: Summer camp in the 
USA; Culture; Listening: Talking 
about summer camp; Order 
of information; Speaking: 
Applying for a job

Making 
arrangements 
and inviting

An email 
about plans

Use of English: Multiple choice; 
Time expressions; Listening: 
Matching; Speaking: Talking 
about family members’ jobs

Mini real-life 
task
Word list 
p. 66

Practise 3–4 pp. 66–67

5 
Technology
p. 69

Technology
Pronunciation: 
/əʊ/

will, may, might for 
predictions

First conditional
If we walk, we’ll get there on time.
Story extra Sam says …

Reading: More than just fun; 
Fun fact; Scanning; Listening: 
Podcast about game apps; 
Speaking: Talking about games

Asking for 
and giving 
instructions

An email 
giving 
advice

Use of English: Gap filling; 
Reading: Answering the 
questions; Writing: An email 
about a concert

Word list 
p. 80

6 
Survival
p.83

Experiences
Pronunciation: /r/

Present perfect Present perfect vs Past simple
I’ve had so much fun today!
Story extra Lu says …

Reading: Route 66; Skimming; 
Listening: An interview about 
a trip; Speaking: Talking about 
your favourite place

Agreeing  
and 
disagreeing

A profile of 
a sports star

Listening: Multiple choice 
with pictures; Choosing the 
right picture; Use of English: 
Multiple choice with pictures; 
Speaking: Asking and answering 
questions about a picture

Mini real-life 
task
Word list 
p. 96

Practise 5–6 pp. 96–97

7 
It’s so hot!
p. 99

Extreme 
weather 
and natural 
disasters 
Pronunciation: 
/eɪ/

Present perfect with
just, already, yet

Present perfect with 
for and since 
It’s been in the family since 1960.
Story extra Marcus says …

Reading: Dangerous heatwave 
in Australia! Fun fact; Listening: 
Describing a holiday; Answers 
with a limited; number of words; 
Speaking: Talking about climate 
and weather

Apologising 
and making 
excuses

An article 
describing  
a place

Writing: Writing a story based 
on pictures; Picture story; 
Reading: Completing the notes;  
Use of English: Multiple choice

Word list 
p. 110

8 
Works of art 
p. 113

Books and 
literature
Pronuncaition: /tʃ/ 
and /k/

Present simple 
passive

Past simple passive
Why was it hidden?
Story extra Sam says …

Reading: Literary landmarks; Fun 
fact; Listening: Talking about  
a painting; Speaking: Describing 
a painting; Making guesses

Expressing 
doubt and 
disbelief

An online 
book review

Listening: Completing the 
notes; Using the second 
listening; Use of English: Gap 
filling; Speaking: Acting out  
a dialogue with role cards

Mini real-life 
task
Word list 
p. 122

Practise 7–8 pp. 126–127
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